
Mixed Conditionals

Name: Date: __/__/20__

If anybody _______________ a right to bright cheeks, she has.1. (have)has

If he _______________, I will be a murderess.2. (die)dies

I'd do the same if I _______________ the chance.3. (have)had

Then, if he _______________ money, every one will lend it to him on those
rags.
4.

(want)
wants

If she _______________, the men would die.5. (tell)told

She was not there to fail this time, for if she _______________ no one
could help her.
6.

(fail)
failed

If he _______________ you, they'll arrest you, too.7. (see)sees

Oh, if you _______________ to literature, you will see a good many queer
things.
8.

(take)
take

If he _______________, he comes over my old bones, child.9. (come)comes

If it _______________ hard for us, it's harder for her.10. (be)'s

It would have been perhaps better for Flora if he _______________ a
mere brute.
11.

(be)
had been

If the contents _______________, it is somewhat stale.12. (rattle)rattle

A man will respect the individuality of another if he _______________ to
be respected himself.
13.

(wish)
wishes

If she _______________ Murray Bradshaw, she would have pledged
herself to a worldly life.
14.

(accept)
had accepted

If you _______________ pain, it will be of your own free choice.15.
(encounter)

encounter

If you _______________ wise, you'll take it.16. (be)are
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We may be sure that if the Greek artist _______________ the service of
models in his studio, his art would have been merely a passing phase in
human history.

17.

(employ)

had employed

If it _______________ with a little flame, it is cotton.18. (burn)burns

I could not tell if the face _______________ that of a man or a woman.19.
(be)

was

It would have involved hours of arduous descent-if we _______________
until we were a trifle smaller!
20.

(linger)
had lingered
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